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Expected increases in wind speed and precipitation are projected across western North America (Brown et al., 2009 1567 ) (high confidence), which is likely due to stratospheric and surface climate changes (McKenzie and Coakley, 2009
1568 ; Coakley et al., 2015 1569 ). Potential impacts on atmospheric pressure over the eastern Pacific Ocean are projected to be positive and strongly regionalised (Holland et al., 2017 1570 ), creating a localised pressure gradient that

causes wind to accelerate. This is potentially associated with reduced intensity of the western Pacific subtropical anticyclone, projected to be weakened between 2040 and 2060 (Hu and van den Dool, 2010 1571 ; Watkins et al., 2012 1572 ;
Stocker et al., 2012 1573 ; D’Andrea et al., 2016 1574 ). This is a potentially important local meteorological driver due to its close proximity to the western Pacific subtropical anticyclone (Vedrenne et al., 2014 1575 ), and the role of western

Pacific subtropical forcing in modulating the strength of the mid-latitude jet stream in North America (Vedrenne et al., 2008 1576 ; Stringer et al., 2018 1577 ).
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this section includes
information on the extent of
surface tundra in the arctic,
projected to increase and
increase during the 21st

century. increasing tundra
provides opportunities for
carbon mineralisation and
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methane fluxes that will
increase with warming and

longer growing seasons
(section 5.1.6). land cover

projections indicate a
decline in the proportion of
open water in the arctic due

to the loss of sea ice and
increased freshwater

discharge from the land
surface, with 1.5c warming,
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the proportional loss will
increase (section 5.2.1).

greenland ice sheet mass
loss is also projected to

increase under 1.5c
warming (section 5.2), while
arctic ocean open water is

expected to increase due to
melting permafrost (section

5.3). this information is
contained in chapters 2 to
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5. the increased proportion
of open water at the polar

front will cause greater
flushing of sea ice from the
gulf stream into the arctic
ocean and further south,
and increased freshwater

discharge to the arctic
ocean will interact with

ocean currents (section 5.
each of the four arctic
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regions (a, b, c and d) has a
unique composition of plant

communities, ice,
permafrost, surficial soils
and bedrock, and climatic
seasonality. in each polar

region, tundra (t) and
permafrost dominate the
topography of the region
(figure 7.30). the arctic’s

eurasian tundra (et)
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contains a mixture of
halophytic plants (section
5.1.3), and grassland has

been influenced by humans
in the past and is projected
to influence future land uses

(section 5.2.6). tundra,
where permafrost remains
below the land surface, is
projected to respond more
sensitively to 1.5c warming
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than other polar regions,
and this response will be
substantial (section 3.2).
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